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Abstract: Online review is the electronic word of mouth which helps the customer to get insights 

about a particular product and services which is provided by e-commerce platforms. Nowadays, it 

is observed that on online buying platform people first go through the online review and reading 

the review they decide whether to buy or not. But as the reviews are in the vast amount. They are 

unable to go through all, which is a hind side of it. Apart from that e-commerce websites are also 

continuously improving their machine learning tools and their Chabot’s to provide better results to 

their customers. In between this, they also do the Sentiment Analysis to get to know about the 

psychological insights of the customer. So in this paper we have done our analyses by taking into 

consideration of different categories of products along with their sub-categories i.e. Mobile brands, 

washing machine brands, television brands, printers brands, track bags and furniture brands and 

analyze their data to predict that online review is helpful in predicting sales in different months of 

the year as well as it helps the buyer to strategize accordingly to do further analysis and select the 

month in which his/her product is going to perform better. Accordingly, it helps the buyer to get 

the most efficient products from the manufacturer through the E-Commerce platform. Apart from 

that in this paper sentiment analysis has been done to differentiate the keywords which help in the 

rating of the product helping the E-Commerce websites to know the mindset of the buyer towards 

the product which is provided by the buyer. At last the tools which are used in this analysis is 

helpful to strategize and plan to take an informed decision from both customers as well as from a 

supplier’s point of view. 
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Introduction:In recent times internet is becoming the inevitable part of every organization, which 

gives rise to use of internet in E-commerce websites, as these websites are contending against each 

other to capture the huge portion of market and customer domain, nowadays there are multiple 

numbers of E-commerce websites which provide customers number of option to select from and to 

take informed decision.  To modify customer buying experience there must be a set of an algorithm 

which helps in digging out a set of information of a particular product to draw closer on the 

conclusion to buy it or not. 
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The online reviews at present are an essential component of Business to consumer E-commerce. It 

generally deals with two major domains in E-commerce. Firstly it helps the shoppers to judge and 

evaluate products or services prior to making any purchase decision and secondly are an informant, 

which allow the shopper to get well-known about the product or services. Still, they don’t have any 

immediate intention to purchase it or not. 
 

In online review there are positive, negative and neutral statements are there which is given by 

different customer’s i.e. potential, actual or former customer and these reviews are accessible by 

people as well as organizations via the internet. Nowadays online product or services are the major 

information source for consumers due to the fast spread of WOM (Word-of-mouth), WOM is a 

mode of communication which is an important, valuable marketing resource for shoppers as well as 

marketers and it also provides effective, reliable metric for measuring customer loyalty with critical 

intimation of product success. It consists of all types of information exchange which consists of all 

the characteristics and usage of defined product, services or vendors and considered as the driving 

force for diffusion of new product and services. 

 

Literature Review: Online review is a hot topic which drawn the interest of researchers. From the 

marketing point of view, online customer review on the selected product is a valuable instrument 

to promote, sell, and collect consumer feedback and boosting sales.  It is known that consumer 

review ratings are dependent on the information provided by the review and its product attribute 

i.e. non-quantifiable is hindered by the competitive environment.4 

The major dimensions of any review are its accuracy, volume, and helpfulness. Along with that 

product classification, domain, dimension, and characteristics help in creating an efficient 

consumer review. Here ranking of review classified into review helpfulness, algorithms, and 

product aspect as well as sentiment analysis. 

 

Current research of review helpfulness and possible Area Market (Online/offline market), key 

factors and country of research in the literature are summarized in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: 

Author 

(year) 

Online/Offline 

market 
Key Factors Country 

Huang et al., 

2015 
Online review 

The data is collected from amazon.com on 

selected products i.e. a cell phone, printer, 

camera, music player, music CD, and video 

game. 

USA 

Aika et al., 

2016 
Online review 

Hotels which comes under the domain of 

Trip Advisor. 

Malaysia, 

Singapore 

Arpita et al., 

2016 
Online review 

Data for the present study were collected 

from Amazon.uk 

United 

Kingdom 

Jyoti et al., 

2017 
Online review 

Review data were collected from Amazon.in 

for three categories of products, namely 

books, baby products, and electronic 

products, with raw data size of 3 GB, 437 

MB, and 530 MB respectively. 

India 
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Raffaele 

Filier, 2016 
Offline review Interviews with users of travel reviews 

United 

Kingdom 

L.G.Pee , 

2016 
Online review 

Data  collected  from  an  e-commerce i.e. 

Books websiteBookStore.com 
Worldwide 

Hasemaddin, 

Jingjun 

Online review 

and offline 

review 

Stationary Items from shops and E-

commerce websites 
USA 

Erma et al., 

2017 
Online review E-Commerce Websites Worldwide 

 

From above we have seen that the above research has been done in different products with 

different geographic locations. But there is the limited study of online review has been done on 

Indian e-commerce websites. 

 

Research Objective: 

· To Figure out which part of year gives higher sales based on the number of reviews available and 

strategize accordingly. 

· To analyze the sentiment of online product reviews and how companies can use it as an 

indicator to improvise the business. 

 

Theoretical Framework: Online reviews act as an agent which is the most influential marketing 

strategy to increase product and services sales. Our research is going to be based on a secondary 

data of different category of products (mobile-phones, washing-machine, televisions, track-bags, 

printers and furniture’s) for that a theoretical model is made which is shown below. 

 

 
Figure 1: Theoretical Framework 

Amazon.in: Amazon.in is an e-commerce website which sells wide range and varieties of products 

in Indian Market.  
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Web Crawler: Web Crawler is a program that systematically scarps web and its contents 

automatically for the purpose of indexing pages on the World Wide Web and their data. A web 

crawler is given the list of URLs or seeds that it visits and then recursively visits all links that pages 

specify. Along with crawling the web it keeps saving and archiving the contents of the websites it 

visits.  

Review Database Collection: This is the collection of reviews which is scraped by web crawler 

from different URLs.  

Data Preprocessing: In this step, we transformed the data to more readable CSV formats also 

parsing and ignoring the blank or corrupted data with pandas library in the Python programming 

language. 

Grouping Reviews for Each Month: Using the metadata date for reviews we group the reviews 

month-wise for prediction of sales of particular category product. And subsequently, we have found 

the number of reviews in the month and plotted this data on a graph using matplotlib library in 

python and inference the data (CSV file) and accordingly analyzed the preprocessed data to find 

out the desired results. 

 

Evaluating Sentiment Score for Each Review: We use sentic computing for evaluating sentiment 

score. Sentic computing uses a collection of linguistic patterns and statistical methods to infer 

polarity from a given text. It works by keeping track of a number of occurrences of each word and 

giving each word a subjectivity score. The below flowchart was taken into consideration to do the 

required inference and to analyze it to get the desired results. 

 
Figure 2: Sentic Computing’s Hybrid Framework for Polarity Detection. 

Text is First Deconstructed into Concepts: If these are Available in SenticNet Sentic Patterns 

are Triggered; if No Match Is Found, Machine Learning is Applied 

 

Research Methodology: The system framework is outlined in Figure. 1. Functionally speaking, the 

construction procedure of this research is divided into four main tasks.  

Scraping Amazon reviews: To perform analytics over the sales of different products on Amazon, 

in various categories requires sales data of products, which is not available for public use. 

Moreover, businesses cannot view sales data of other businesses but they can certainly see the 

reviews of products which is publicly available.Assuming there is a direct correlation between sales 

and review of any product on e-commerce websites, we can go forward. 
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Collection of data/reviews: Performed scraping of reviews from Amazon using Web-crawler. The 

purpose of this step is to collect the relevant data, namely reviews and reviewers, for use in the 

experiment. To this end, a web crawler was designed to retrieve each product information up-to 

top 200 reviews (mobile-phones, washing-machine, televisions, track-bags, printers and furniture’s) 

and reviews from Amazon.in. The gathered product information is further parsed and extracted by 

using regular expressions and metadata as date posted, review text was parsed. 

· Listed domains to explore in this project - mobile phone, furniture, TV, etc. 

· Listed URLs of products of concern in a text file for a particular domain name. 

· Used a Python code which utilizes Selenium to crawl the pages for reviews and collected max. 

1300 reviews for each product entry made in the text file. 

· The data thus crawled is saved in `.json` format as well as in `.csv` format. 

· Repeated this process for products in all domains mentioned above. 

 

Analysis over the data: Finding the duration of year where sales are high: For each domain, 

grouped the data of all products crawled in a uniform format. 

· Grouped all reviews into the month they were posted. This gives a sense of the sales in that 

particular month for that particular domain, say mobiles. 

· Created a plot of the same for better understanding using Matplotlib. For example, mobile 

phones have high sales in month of March and November due to Holi and Diwali. 

 

Finding Ways to Improvise the Business Based on Customer Sentiment Obtained from 

Product Reviews: Used VADER sentiment analysis, an open-source rule-based sentiment analysis 

tool to find a sentiment score for each review. VADER (Valence Aware Dictionary and Sentiment 

Reasoner) is a vocabulary and principle based notion investigation instrument that is explicitly 

receptive to language communicated in social-media. It can work with NLTK (Natural Language 

Toolkit) to do estimation on longer texts...i.e., breaking down passages, 

articles/reports/productions into sentence-level investigations. Sentiment analysis gives a score on 

positiveness, negativeness, and neutralness for a given English text. Sentiment polarity scores of 

individual reviews (positive, negative, neutral) are taken and we use their mean as metric to 

measure the overall sentiment for a product. This is done for all the products in various categories 

like mobiles, furniture, printers, track bags, washing machine, and televisions. Using the overall 

polarity sentiment score we plotted graphs of all the products for each category. From the help of 

graph which we have plotted for different products of different categories, we can compare the 

sentiment scores of each product of a segment and analyze the EWOM (electronic word of mouth) 

and customer satisfaction. 

 

Results and findings: After analyzing the data of different domain products we have generated 

different findings, which are as follows. 

A) For Prediction of Online Sales As Per The Number Of Online Reviews Throughout The 

Year of Particular Category of Products With Their Sub Product Category: In Figure 3, when 

we go through the mobile brand's online reviews which are extracted from Amazon.in. We find 

that in starting four months of year and ending of year there is an increase in online reviews and as 

the reviews are coming from genuine and certified buyers. We can say that the online reviewer is 

the potential customer who buys and give their feedback. So, by this, we can able to predict that 
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the months in which the online reviews of selected products i.e. mobile are more the more sales are 

going to happen in that particular period of the year. In Figure 4, when we go through the furniture 

brands online reviews which are extracted from Amazon. in. We find that over the year the online 

reviews are coming in an average but there is a slight increase in reviews at the end of the year. So, 

by this, we can able to predict that the months in which the online reviews of selected product i.e. 

furniture are more the more sales are going to happen in that particular period of the year. In 

Figure 5, when we go through the printers brands online reviews which are extracted from 

Amazon. in. We find that in the starting of the year and ending of the year the online reviews are 

coming in vast amount. So, by this, we can able to predict that the months in which the online 

reviews of selected product i.e. printers are more the more sales are going to happen in that 

particular period of the year. In Figure 6, when we go through the track-bags brand's online reviews 

which are extracted from Amazon. in. We find that in the starting of the year and ending of the 

year the online reviews are coming in vast amount. So, by this, we can able to predict that the 

months in which the online reviews of the selected product i.e. track bags are more the more sales 

are going to happen in that particular period of the year. In Figure 7, when we go through the 

television brands online reviews which are extracted from Amazon. in. We find that in the starting 

of the year and ending of the year the online reviews are coming in vast amount. So, by this, we can 

able to predict that the months in which the online reviews of selected product i.e. televisions are 

more the more sales are going to happen in that particular period of the year. In Figure 8, when we 

go through the washing machine brands online reviews which are extracted from Amazon. in. We 

find that in the first two months we have an average number of online reviews and high numbers of 

online reviews in next month and then there is a sudden decrease in the number of online reviews 

in mid-year and then there is a sudden rise at the end of the year. So, by this, we can able to predict 

that the months in which the online reviews of selected product i.e. washing machines are more 

the more sales are going to happen in that particular period of the year. 
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(Figure 3:  Months vs. Number of Online Product Reviews of Mobile Brands; Figure 4: Months vs. 

Number of Online Product Reviews of Furniture Brands; Figure 5: Months vs. Number of Online 

Product Reviews of Printer Brands; Figure 6: Months vs. Number of Online Product Reviews of 

Track Bag Brands; Figure 7: Months vs. Number of Online Product Reviews of Television Brands; 

Figure 8: Months vs. Number of Online Product Reviews of Washing Machine Brands) 

 

B) Analyzing the sentiment of online product reviews and findings: 

Mobile: In figure-9 we found that for each brand of mobile sets neutral sentiments are leading 

them in the data set and subsequently positive review follows the same but less than neutral 

sentiment and negative sentiment are at least so we have analyzed that instead of having large 

number of neutral sentiment Oppo F11 Pro mobile set has maximum number of positive reviews by 

which we can assume and predict that the number of that particular mobile set in the given 

category has a maximum number of certified buyer and which help us to predict that Oppo F11 Pro 

mobile set is able to gather the highest number of positive online review in a small span of time 

which we get from the data which we have scraped with the use of web crawler and converting 

required CSV file.  

Furniture: In figure-10 we found that for each brand of mobile sets neutral sentiments are leading 

them in the data set and subsequently positive review follows the same but less than neutral 

sentiment and negative sentiment are at least so we have analyzed that instead of having large 

number of neutral sentiment Liberlyfe 3 seater sofa cum bed has maximum number of positive 

reviews by which we can assume and predict that the number of that particular mobile set in the 

given category has a maximum number of certified buyer and which help us to predict that 

Liberlyfe 3 seater sofa cum bed is able to gather the highest number of positive online review in a 

small span of time which we get from the data which we have scraped with the use of web crawler 

and converting required CSV file.  

Printer: In figure-11 we found that for each brand of mobile sets neutral sentiments are leading 

them in the data set and subsequently positive review follows the same but less than neutral 

sentiment and negative sentiment are at least so we have analyzed that instead of having large 

number of neutral sentiment Samsung SI-M2021 LaserJet Printer has maximum number of positive 

reviews by which we can assume and predict that the number of that particular mobile set in the 

given category has a maximum number of certified buyer and which help us to predict that 

Samsung SI-M2021 LaserJet Printer is able to gather the highest number of positive online review in 

a small span of time which we get from the data which we have scraped with the use of web crawler 

and converting required csv file. 

Track Bag: In figure-12 we found that for each brand of mobile sets neutral sentiments are leading 

them in the data set and subsequently positive review follows the same but less than neutral 

sentiment and negative sentiment are at least so we have analyzed that instead of having large 

number of neutral sentiment FastTrack 45 Liter Yellow backpack has maximum number of positive 

reviews by which we can assume and predict that the number of that particular mobile set in the 

given category has a maximum number of certified buyer and which help us to predict that 

FastTrack 45 Liter Yellow backpack is able to gather the highest number of positive online review in 

a small span of time which we get from the data which we have scraped with the use of web crawler 

and converting required CSV file. 

Television: In figure-13 we found that for each brand of mobile sets neutral sentiments are leading  
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them in the data set and subsequently positive review follows the same but less than neutral  

sentiment and negative sentiment are at least so we have analyzed that instead of having large 

number of neutral sentiment Onida 97.97 cm  has maximum number of positive reviews by which 

we can assume and predict that the number of that particular mobile set in the given category has a 

maximum number of certified buyer and which help us to predict that Onida 97.97 cm is able to 

gather the highest number of positive online review in a small span of time which we get from the 

data which we have scraped with the use of web crawler and converting required CSV file. 

Washing Machine: In figure-14 we found that for each brand of mobile sets neutral sentiments are 

leading them in the data set and subsequently positive review follows the same but less than 

neutral sentiment and negative sentiment are at least so we have analyzed that instead of having a 

large number of neutral sentiment Bosch 6.5 kg Fully automatic top load has maximum number of 

positive reviews by which we can assume and predict that the number of that particular mobile set 

in the given category has a maximum number of certified buyer and which help us to predict that 

Bosch 6.5 kg Fully automatic top loader is able to gather the highest number of positive online 

review in a small span of time which we get from the data which we have scraped with the use of 

web crawler and converting required CSV file. 
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(Figure 9: Fraction of Reviews vs. Mobile Brands Model; Figure 10: Fraction of Reviews vs. 

Furniture Model; Figure 11: Fraction of Reviews vs. Mobile Printer Model; Figure 12: Fraction of 

Reviews vs. Backpacks Model; Figure 13: Fraction of Reviews vs. Television Models; Figure 14: 

Fraction of Reviews vs. Washing Machine Models) 

 

Suggestions: 

· Online review is helpful to get the insight of different category product brand data and from 

that data, help to predict the online sales of a particular category product. 

· This online review is nowadays used by different e-commerce websites to give the insight of 

performance of a product which can helpful for the buyer to make informed decision to buy or 

give up on a particular product and also this online review is helpful in predicting the online sale 

of particular product in a particular month which is helpful as per suppliers’ and buyers’ point of 

view. 

· The e-commerce website has to improve their Chabot’s by implementing Machine Learning 

tools which are helpful to predict the online sales which are done by maximizing their product 

domain and subsequently help the buyer to get the clear insights about the product which will 

increase the faith of buyer to a particular product and to the supplier. 

 

Limitations 

· We perform our analysis based on a limited number of reviews and from a fixed set of products. 

The more reviews the better will be the insights. 

· As sales data is not available on the e-commerce website (Amazon.in) so we are not able to do 

the comparative analysis between sales and product online review. Correlation does not mean 

causation. 

· We use Natural Language Processing so we are limited by linguistic barriers a review written in 

a different language cannot be analyzed at all. Similarly, slangs are often used that might not be 

correctly interpreted. In sentiment analysis phrases that are written in another language or 

slangs are not interpreted and counted as neutral which increases the percentage of neutral 

review sentiments. 

 

Conclusion: After analyzing the data which is coming out from online reviews of Amazon.in we 

are able to analyze the online review trend throughout the year which help us to analyze  and 

predict  that this review is helpful in generating sales in a particular month as the reviews are 

coming from certified buyers and which helps the supplier and organization to predict and choose 

the right month to launch their product to fulfill the need and demand of buyer and make them 

convert into potential customer and also to strategize their marketing plan to maximize and 

generate wealth which is beneficial for the organization. As well as for e-commerce website and 

sentiment analysis is helpful for the organization to know it’s customer requirement and 

accordingly do the needful that is modifying the specification of product which suits the customer 

requirement and to know the psychological mindset of the customer to provide them the product 

in the most efficient way and it also helps the machine learning tools and Chabot’s of the 

organization to learn and evolve themselves to provide better results to its customer which is 

helpful to increase the sales of products on  that particular e-commerce website. 
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